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The extended site is approx 2.700 m long shoreline. The entire area is owned or partially owned by the Port of Gothenburg. Accomidating on the long
shoreline you find Stena Line Gothenburg-Keil terminal with space for container logistic on one end and Stena Line Gothenburg-Fredrikshavn terminal with Stenas headquarters on the other end.
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There is access to the water almost all around Gothenburg, but right where the industri area merges it stops. Closer to the center there are canals with
a big green space for walking through an bicycle quickly through the city.
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The first reason for not be able to reach the water is the industri down at the waterfront, but the second big reason is Oscarsleden (highway) that runs
through the city. It cuts Majorna-Linné district away from the waterfront. The preferable solution to this is dig down or build a tunnel above the highway, all the way to the end of my site down southeast, where the road must go higher up anyways to connect with Älvsborgsbron (bridge).
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Developing the waterfront of Gothenburg in the industrial area, will create a long continuing path along the water where you can bind together the the
already existing water promenade, both along the river but also from the city center.
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There is good local traffic connection all around the industrial harbour. This maping shows specefically the trams stops and the ferry on the river.
“Champmans Torg” is today the stop for the ferry terminal and have a direct pathway into the site and will function as the main entreance both by
walking and by vehicle.

Stena Line, Port of Gothenburg and moving
the Terminal

Stena AB is one of Swedens largest familiy businesses rooted in Gothenburg
and started out as ‘Stena Metallproduktion ‘ a metal construction company
in 1939. A few years later the CEO of Stena bought a three mated engiged
sailboat and in 1962 the company had expanded into a sailing ferries branch
in with the first ferry sailing between Gothenburg, Sweden and Skagen, Denmark.
Ten years later the company offically divided the company into two branches Stena Metall AB & Stena Line AB. Today stena is divided into 7 different
branches with the majority focused on maritime.
Stena Line is Europes leading ferry company and have over 4.300 employees
from 50 different nations and is a big employer for many workers in Gothenburg. They sail approx 1.6 millions passengers each year between Denmark
and Germany which results in a good amount of turist income for the muncipality of Gothenburg.
Gothenburgs Harbour is the nordic countries largest port and have direct
connection with Copenhagen and Olso with E6 and Stochkholm via E20. 30%
of all exports goes through the harbour.
While the municpality it overseeing the port, the port consists of many different companies, firms and prospects that provide 22.000 jobs.
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Arnedal 2 - is an 22 000 km2 extension to the biggest container area of the
port to be finished 2025. With railroads connected directly to the port this
would be a good opertuniry to extend the local tram traffic of Hising in Gothenburg, making the city denser on long distances.
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- Scandinavias largest port
- 20.000 employees
- 11.000 ships per year, from 140 destinations
- 30% of Sweden export pass through the port
- Only Scandinavian port to sustain ‘Ultra Large Container Vessels’ (ULCV)
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Moving Stena line

Majorna, Klippan & Långgårdarna Atmosphere

A study of city streets & blocks

Classical building blocks create a bad
neighbourhood environment. Newly
built areas today always seem to be competeing on who design the best block
house instead of finding a coherrence.

Urban Block

Urban Rowhouse

+ Blockyard
+ High density

+ Human scale
+ Private gardens

- Reapting pattern

- Common space limited to street
- Low density

Rurbanity

+ Removes activity from street
+ More and bigger common spaces
+ Combination of different type of buildings
- Demands a big area

Rowhouses are usually a bordering typolgy between city and suburban, but
yet they appear more in urban context.
Rowhouses gice you more ownership of
your building and can provide variation
& personal touch on a city block.
The last city block have been built in Amsterdam for a long time and is statring to
appear in other cities for its innovating
space division. - Row houses or smaller appartments are in the smaller circle
with an open semi-public space for anyone to use and enter. This removes the
person from the busy streets into a more
human scaled “square”. The outer block
are apartment building that can hold
more people, and inbetween the apartment builing and rowhouses are a private
space/garden for the dwellers.
I tried to explore the last option on my
site, but realized quickly that the scaled
demanded to achive good space is to
small on my site. Instead I approached a
combination of apartment block & rowhouses in a private courtyard.

Linear
- Reapting pattern
- Fast moving traffic

Diagonal / Broken
+ Pathway feeling
+ Variation

Cluster
+ Variation
+ Slow traffic
- Disorientation

None linear streets lead a person through
the city, as if walking on a pathway where
you have a notion of progression. We
also get closer to our surrounding as we
are always faced with a volume or object
ahead of us.
My site is narrow but long on two axes,
there for I have created one long coherrent street that touches all building
blocks on my site that gets broken in between the two axes. From the main street
there are smaller streets between the city
blocks that either lead you down to the
waterfront or on the oppisite side lead
you through open courtyards with offices
and up to the district of Majorna.

Current situation

A quick overveiw of the site today.
1. Stena Line terminal / Nordtec / International IT college of Sweden

4.
3.

2.
1.

5.

The boat terminal with a container logistic just outside. Most of this area is rented
by Stena Line. The building also contains
a small factory of measureing tools and a
gymnasium.
2. Vägen ut! Kajskjulet 47 / Västergården
The only building that will still be on the
site. It is undown and today hold small
business as pottery, reuse and printing on
clothes. Transforming this building into
a public co-working space willl be ideal.
3. FSD Göteborg / Ingengjörsbyrån Andersson & Hultmark / Kai Karate Klub
This is three complete seperate buildings in one. An old ferry terminal gate
have been transformed into a karate club
house. The other to is rented by an engeenering firm and fire protection firm.
4. Car entry to the ferry.
5. Storage building.

Flooding

It is not common with flooding in Gothenburg, but it have been several occasions the last decade during heavy rain
fall where parts of the harbour and other places close a water source (river, lake
etc.) gets submerged.
The problem is that almost all of Gothenburgs rain water end up in the river
meaning that particals from the road
and general bacteria ends up in the river,
making it unhealty to bath or/and swim
in. During heavy rain for a long period,
to much water reaches the river and it
cannot sustain itself, meaning the water
will in the river will start to rise.
Ways to prevent this is by having more
green areas especelly by the waterfront,
where the rain can slowly be move
through ground, easing up on the pressure on the river. This works both before
the river rises, but also when the sea level
do rises, the green areas will absorb most
of the water.

Oscarsleden and roads

The positive about the industrial area
and it difficulty to access, means there is
little traffic. The only car road on the site
goes inbetween the terminal area and the
green area above Majnabbe. This road is
not active or hardly used at all, as most
of the cars that arrive from Oscarsleden
drive to Klippan instead, where there is
activity.
The bike road is used, but it is higly untractive when you bicycle close to the
noise motorway.
From the fishharbour there can come
heavy cars that are going down on the big
road, but even the heavy motor veichles
usually drive onto the motorway on the
otherside of the fishharbour, closer to the
city core.

Entry

There are two tram stops close to the site,
one of which that have a bridge over Oscarsleden into the small park that leads
over to the site.
This will be the main predestian entrence,
but there can also be a new car road,
which connects Oscarsleden and the site
tighter together.
The other entrences can open up for a
through out movement on the site, creating a flow along the new neigbourhood
and easy movement.

Height

The height of the buildings will rise towards the city and be lower towards the
waterfront.
This will make sure that many apartments gets a view over the site and down
towards the river.
City

The difficulty is the sites relationship towards the sun, with the higher buildings
facing north. I try to resolve this by carefully designing openness of the building
blocks.
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Creating an active neighbourhood in the
city demands activity and diveristy. Even
if my site is mainly housing, the people
of Gothenburg will use of the waterfront
and it is better to recognize the use of the
area instead of working against it.
The buildings blocks that are closet to
public space as parks and the quay promenade are designed with closed building
blocks.
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Activity and Function

mainly office spaces on the ground floor,
as it not need as much private space, as if
you where home.
Red - Housing
Blue - Office space
Geen - Public insitution
Yellow - Educational institution
Light Green - Commercial

The open building blocks, which are towards the city work as passages to get
down to the site, hence there is to much
activity for housing. Therefor I placed

Park

Street

Closed Courtyard

Housing

Open Courtyard

Office / Commercial

Activity and Function

Different housing types fits people in different needs. Creating a neighbourhood
with different types housing enchances
a hourly activity on the site if all people
from all ages have the ability to live in the
area.

saftely roam around the closed courtyards.
The rowhouses are for people with small
businesses where the ground floor have
commercial layout for different kinds of
activites.

Point houses is the easiest way to create
a dense population on a small area. The
two main point houses on the site will be
for younger people and student, as they
are currently in most need of finding
their first apartment.
The courtyard houses is mainly for families with children, where the kids can

Student

Point house

Single

Courtyard Block

Couple

Familiy

Co-Housing

Retired

Row House

Public, semi-private & private

In a highly public space, private space is
more essential.
The miss conception is that the more
open space the better. There is more light
entering an apartment block and people
got more view over the area. This would
be very attractive on my site allowing
more people see out and over the sea.

vides both shelter from the weather but
also a community where the shared space
have playground, outdoor kitchen, garden etc.
Therefor there are two conceptions of
what is private and public space as seen
on the diagrams below.

The district of which this is built on, is
one of gothenburgs mostly populated familiy districts. Alot of public space can be
unsafe for a child to roam around freely.
Closed courtyards with common space
within for the habitants of the block pro-

Public

From a visitors point of
view

Semi Private

From a dwellers point of
view

Public

Private

Private

Public

Public

Traffic

The small highway Oscarsleden is the
fastest car road, with almost two direct
connections to the site area. I removd
half of the road that went on the side of
the rock because of the low traffic. I keept
the other half, becasue heavy transport
traffic need to pass though to get down to
the industrial fishharbour.
There is one main road though the site,
but this is manily for the habitants on the
site and it is not expected to be used as a
get through street.
There are two main bicycle lanes, one
along the quay for slower and relaxed
bicycling and one on the main street for
faster cut through.
All the buildings are connected to a street
so that deliveries can be made for all of
the commercial spaces.

Quay Promenade & Wind

On the quay promenade you have space
for both bicycle through and to walk
through.
You are invited down to the waterfront
to be a part of different activites such as
sports, swimming, having a drink at a
resturan, relaxing in the park etc.

It can be very windy in Gothenburg. Planning to prevent wind tunnels by adding
alot trees and with a park towards west
to tackle the worst and most direct wind.

There is also a new stop for “Älvsnabben”
ferry to futher connect Gothenburg infrastructure on the water.
You can walk upon the event house to
get a high point over the waterfront and
promenade.

Summer

Autumn

Winter

Spring

In depth: Quay Promenade, Flooding & Wind

Quay Promenade
If people have access to the water, there
will always be people going there. To enchane the continuation quay promenade
and give and extra reason to get down to
the water front I have filled the different
piers with activity.
The promenade is divided into two different levels. The first level closer to the
water is wide enough for both walking
and slow bicyling simutaniously. The
level extends onto the peirs where parks
and activites such as basketball, parkour
park, running track, outdoor gym, swimming pool as presented.
Around the peirs will be filled with afloting cafeés, bars & resturants or other activites.
The second level which is 4 meters above

Flooding
The first level is 2 meters above sea level.
The wooden stairs leading down to the
water, open towards the west, function
both as a place to relax and stop. When
the water rises, parts of the stairs get submerged, shaping a new landscape over
the stairs, creating a diverse relationship
between design and nature.
The second level is the saftey precousion
which works as a bank all around the site.
It is 4 meters above sea level even if the
the higest rising water record is 1.65 me-

ters above sea level in the ports of Gothenburg. Hence the precousion is aimed
towards the climate change and a general
sealevel rising.
The main reason for flooding is Gothenburg is when it is raining heavily and the
rain water runs down to the river which
rises. A natrual way to tackle this issue
is green areas, parks and trees where the
rain water can run through slowly into
the ground, and reaching the river slowly, to stabilize the risen sea level.

Wind
The wooden staircase on the lower level works as a wave breaker on stormy or
windy days, protecting the promonade
from direct splashes.
The park is strategically placed towards
the open sea and west where alot of sunlight reach the public space, but is also
placed at this location to as a wind barrier. There is potential risk with wind tunnels through the streets on the site and
with the trees it will distrub and at least
lower the speed of the wind over the site.
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Siteplan: Entreance

There is two main entrences into the
site. The first one is in the middle which
seperates into branches. Coming from
“Champmans Torg” you pass over the
new bridge over Oscarsleden to Majnabbe park. You can walk through Majnabbe
parkens several of trails to access down
on several different open courtyards with
office and housing. This entrance works
more as commute entrance because it
through you directly into the site.
The second main entreance is donw left,
merging from the long street Slottskogsgatan and the smaller street Adolf
Edelsvärds gata from Klippan, where the
bicycle path is extended along the waterfront. This entreance is a continuation of
the quay promenade from Röda Sten and
Nya varvet, that will continue futher into
the city center.
The last two entreances up on the right, is
more considered to be extensions of what
can be a long strip of activity along the
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In depth: Urban blocks

Case Study in Amsterdam: Zaanhof

This superblock found in Amsterdam
showcases several steps of spaces, by
having a block within a block. The idea
is that the apartment buildings are towards the busy street, working as barrier
for inner courtyard which is public. The
inner courtyard is surrounded by lowrise
buildings that are open towards the public courtyard, reminding of a square.
The smaller houses are housing in this
example, but could be used for commercial use.

Apartment block

The inner courtyyard can have a park,
playground, courts for different sports
etc.

Rowhouse / Low rise

The outer building block and the inner
building block share a private spaced
garden, which allows the habitant ownership of outdoor area in city.

Semi-Public
Large car traffic on turns into low traffic
on the inside of the superblock.

Public
Shared private space

On the whole, a superblock can hold
many people and create both safe public
space and private space, taking the public away from the streets, and also creating a passing through movement of a city
block.

Case Study in Aarhus: De lange hus

This case study is to analys the “Worklife” apartments placed on Aarhus K in
“De Lange hus” building.
The concept is to achive an space that
can function both as an apartment or an
office or even combined for people who
workes from home. The idea is good, especially as the work from home prospect
have increased during covid 19.

Work-Life apartment located on the
ground floor of Lange hus

Big road along the apartment. Smaller, human
scaled road in the middle of godsbanen

However there is both problem with the
concept and placement of this design.

No private space presented on the site. More
accepted public space in center of godsbanen

Case Study in Gothenburg: Courtyard block

A old-new way to design buildings with
courtyard is to have open passanges in a
block. Alot of these buildings are built on
Eriksberg in Gothenburg, and one of the
aims is of course to increase the quality
of the living by giving alot of apartments
the view over the harbour.

Flow - Open from the street, with linear
movement

Bicycle storage & garbage room in the
courtyard.

Access to stairwell both from street and
courtyard

Storage space & other functions in the
cellars

Even if the idea of open passage, to allow
for easy flow and is an good idea, it is my
opinion that it dosen’t work in bigger cities. The space is uncertian. As an outsider you might feel like your treaspassing
someones home. As a habitant you don’t
feel comfortable to use the courtyard becasue anyone can pass through, hence
resulting in the courtyard being not utilized at all.

Case Study in Gothenburg: Courtyard block

Flow, circular courtyard

Service space. Garbage room and bicycle
storage

Governour houses is a unique typology
and a very characteristics for Gothenburg.
It is typically a three storey building with
the groundfloor of stone or brick is caring the the two upper floors in wood.
These houses mark a city block and have a
big common courtyard for the habitants
with different types of services evenly
spaced out in the basements of the buildings, such as laundry, storage, gym, event
space.

Closed passages

Primary storage space in celling. Many
transformed into new flats.

Access to stairwell is primary in the courtyard.

Storage space, gym, laundry, event room
in cellar.

The thumb rule is that you access the
stairwell from the closed courtyard.
Meaning you must interact with the
courtyard space and is more likely to
meet your neighbours. These apartments
comes from 2 room apartments to 5
room apartments and are very popular
for families with children. Becasue the
courtyard is closed, parents can let their
kids roam around without have to worry
that any of them run away.

The courtyards are often parks, with
trees, playgrounds, outdoor dining space,
greenhouses creating an indirect collective.
The problem is that these houses take up
alot of space with low population densitiy.

Majnabbe courtyard block

Flow, circular courtyard

Service space. Garbage room and bicycle
storage

My main inspiration of choice is the Governour houses found in the district. Explained before the courtyard are green
space with trees, playgrounds, outddor
dining space, greenhouse etc. The building also have plenty of storage space below the ground, with extra service space
if needed.
Additionally the ground floor is primary for commercial and not housing and
that the apartment floors aren’t limited
to three storyes. One side of the block is
desgined with studio rowhouses.

Closed passages

Access to stairwell is primary in the courtyard.

Commerical space, resturants and bars
surround the block ground floor.

Storage space, gym, laundry, event room
in cellar.

The rowhouses are both housing and
working space. Small busniess can buy
a row house and live above their office,
workshop or studio. The rowhouses create a low atmosphere inbetween the
building blocks, inspiried by the boathouses found all around Swedens coastlines.
The houses are inspired by the rubarnity

building block but in a smaller scale, but
is also bloomed by the CO19 pandemic,
where we have seen the prospect of working from home with technology we have
today. With

Courtyard: A sketch porposal

This is a sketch proposal of how the areas surrounded on the groundfloor could
be utilized, with shops and resturant
towards the streets and an active inner
courtyard.
The idea is the passages in towards the
courtyards are in direct relation to utilites such as garbage room and bicycle
storage to make an efficent movement
between home and street.

Apartment
Staircase
Rowhouse
Commercial
Service: Bicycle, Garbage, Washing & technical
Courtyard
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Rowhouse: A sketch porposal

Rowhouses offeres a bigger ownership
of the house than of an apartment. After
the CO19 pandemic the question if office
space is needed have arisen. Many have
worked from home it has proven to save
time and money for the worker but also
alot have been saved on the business who
don’t need to rent a office space or make
sure there is office supply.
My rowhouses therefor mix housing and
working space into one building. The
ground floor is for working space, with
a big doubble celling room towards the
street where the prospect can add an extra floor or platform if needed or utlize
the double height space to store material
or have big machines.

Front

Commercial
Dwelling

The perks of having a rowhouse is usually
that it comes with a garden. In this urban
enviorment it is designed with the rowhouses as a part of a courtyard building
block, allowing a the courtyard garden be
a part of the entire apartment block.
The rowhouse streets will become smaller shopping or service streets leading either down to the waterfront or towards
the food markets.

Back

Ground floor

Commercial
Dwelling

A list of how you can use the studio
space:
Food & Beverage
-Micro Brewery
-Icecream shop
-Candy shop
-Choclate shop
-Tea Shop
-Bakery
-Cheese
Service
-Bicycle repair
-Photography shop / repair
-Printer shop
-Shoe / key maker
-Hairdresser
-Tailor
-Tattoist
Profession
-Ceramic & Pottery
-Carpenter
-Painter
-Photography studio
Sales
-Clothing Store
-Fabric Shop
-Botanic / Plant
-Paper & pencils shop
- Other focus sales stores.
Office / Showroom
-Architecture Studio
-Designer Studio
-Music Studio

Case Study in Aarhus: Human Scale
Latinergården designed by Arkitema

A example bad example of composition and dividers is the newly built Latinergården designed by
Arkitema. Looking at the elevation you can see
that both the old building and the new building
have the same height. The new building consists
of 6 storeys, while the old one has 5. However
the new building appears taller and quite frankly
squashed together.
There are no real dividers on the horizontal line
except for a grey coloured drainage system which
are clear marks in the white facade mirroring the
white buildings on the street.
Conclusion of the study
The height of a building matters less when it comes
to create a good atmosphere. It is rather the composition of the facade that can make a difference.
Flat roofs should be avoided. Unless the building is
serve as a platfrom or is embedded underground,
as flatroofs gives the impression of something unfinished where the building is cut off.

Variation within repition - Patterns

Case Study in Aarhus: Human Scale
ÆBELØEN designed by Cebra

This study is an observation of human scale architecture and how composition and scale plays an
important part of making a street into a comfortable walking zone.
The human brain can only recognise the exact
number of objects up to four without counting.
Some are able by recognise 5 but rarely over. Over
five we will make approximation recognision before we have to count. Meaning when we walk in
a city and read a facade that exceedes 4 storyes (or
where there are no dividers on the facade) we start
using our brain and counting. My theory is that
when we count the “scale” is not pleasing. I also
consinder this to be an important lesson even the
horizontal lenght of a building. When the windows hit 4-5 in a row, something needs to break
up the facade to make it readable.
A great exaple of composition and dividers is
Æbeløn in Aarhus, Denmark.
If the ground floor is commerical and have big
open windows toward the street, the building, and
with a different material of facade expression than
the upper floors the house will also appear smaller,
as the we read the house from the apartment section rather than the commercial section.
Cebras design is an great example of how to have a
six storey building feel small and readable.

